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The IGC prospers
under the bold
direction of Owner
Lon Clayton (center),
President Lee Pettit
(left) and General
Manager Michael
Clayton (right).
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Western’s
Marvel

estern Garden Centers’ setting
reads like a topographical
marvel. With its mountains,
valleys, slopes and lakes, North Central Utah
has a charismatic landscape all its own.
In the midst of this picturesque beauty,
the garden center’s three locations prosper
under the bold direction of Owner Lon
Clayton, President Lee Pettit and General
Manager Michael Clayton.
At the Sandy location (pictured), it’s
suburban. Shoppers are typically professionals who work from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
They usually know what they want and are
pressed for time.
The West Valley location has a lot of new
home construction in the area, so employees
deal with younger, less-experienced
customers. Farmers also frequent the store,
necessitating special knowledge of trees and
larger shrubs to use on larger properties.
The Salt Lake City store speaks to a
downtown crowd, the university crowd
specifically, who prefer containers.

The Atrium
When the Sandy store was remodeled last
year, Lon, Pettit and Michael built on their
vision of a special events business that
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would expand the garden center’s opportunity to capture marketshare. They took the
bold step of adding The Atrium, a venue for
conferences, meetings and weddings.
The indoor space is positioned alongside a sizable retail floor. During a given
evening, after store hours, a happy couple
might be enjoying their first dance as
husband and wife beside the grand
fireplace, under the chandeliers hanging
from the high, vaulted ceiling.
Since The Atrium opened, it has hosted
events every weekend, and one or two
times per week. “It’s a lucrative venture so
far,” Michael says. The events have been a
success, “if for no other reason than having
a full parking lot in January. That’s nice,”
he says.
For weddings, the process starts with the
bride visiting the reception center, with
an appointment or without - most often
without, according to Michael. “They come
in, and if or when they like what they see,
they’ll book with us. Then we send them to
Misty Newman, Director of Events,” he says.
Prior to consulting for Western, Newman
spent five years in catering, then five years
with her own events business before
selling it. Lon says, “I understand the
garden center business, she handles what I
don’t know about.”
After Michael handles the space reservation, Newman takes care of everything
from the invitations to the invoices,
walking through a three-page checklist,
combing the details.
“The couple and I set up an appointment
at least eight weeks before the wedding,”
Newman says. “We talk about their choices
of invitations - from postcards to embossed
pieces - or whether they want to go through
someone else. If it’s us, we’ll write them up
and order them, and the couple gets a 20
percent discount.”
Weeknight receptions and events bring in
$1,795, which includes the space rental, the
centerpieces and the linens. Weekend rates
are $1,995.
“Everything else, we up-sell,” Newman
says. The Atrium regularly contracts florists,
disc jockeys, photographers, videographers
and bakeries, unless the couple opts for
others’ services.
??
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When it comes to alcohol, the process is
relatively hands-off. Newman says, “We use a
woman to get a certificate of liability, but we
don’t do anything. We contact her, and she
[brings in] the alcohol and removes it.”
Newman handles the rehearsal dinner
and serves as the wedding’s hostess. Duties
include welcoming, cutting the cake and
crowd control. She also directs the bride to
her private dressing area in the back of The
Atrium. The room has full-length mirrors,
long countertops for hair and makeup touchups and a few chairs for the bridesmaids.
There’s no restroom in the bride’s room; the
facilities are located at the front of the store
and are shared with retail customers.
During setup and tear-down, an employee

on the garden center side assists. The
majority of tables are in place every day,
regardless of the event - putting the idea out
there to customers that they, too, could hold
a special event on site. The hour-long setup
involves adding or removing tables and
chairs, as well as switching out linens based
on the colors ordered. Events begin at 7 p.m.,
which is when the store closes, so there can
be overlap, though it hasn’t been problematic, according to Newman.
Caterers are responsible for setting up
the buffet and removing all food and other
trash at the end of the evening. Events are
supposed to end at 10:30 p.m.; however,
guests aren’t pushed out the door. Newman
and a parking lot attendant are there after-

ward, and spend about 30 minutes taking
down the chairs so the floor can be swept
the next morning.
With the momentum of The Atrium’s
success to date, Lon says there will be an
emphasis on growing the events business in
the future. “We’ll keep doing it the same way
we do the garden business,” he says. “We’ll
keep our clients happy.” He adds, grinning,
“My daughter had her reception here. If she
was happy, anyone will be happy.”

Common Sense Service
Making people happy is in fact paramount
to Western’s success. You can sell somebody
something once; that’s the easy part. But
how do you get them back? To Lon, customer

vital stats: western garden centers
Business Summary

Hours of Operation

RETAIL LOCATIONS, YEARS FOUNDED
Salt Lake City, 1949; West Valley, 1962; Sandy, 1979

Monday - Saturday, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.; WINTER 12 p.m. - 5 p.m.;
PEAK SEASON 8 a.m. - 7 p.m.

NUMBER OF YEARS IN BUSINESS
UNDER CURRENT OWNERSHIP 52

Employees

PERCENTAGE RETAIL 100%

FULL-TIME Off season - 12; Peak season - 90
DEPARTMENT MANAGERS 12

Local Market

OFFICE STAFF 3

CUSTOMER RADIUS,
IN MILES 10

Payment & Registers
CASH 15%

Estimated Square Footage

CHECK 5%

TOTAL RETAIL 7 acres

CREDIT CARDS 80%

OUTDOOR SALES Approximately 4.6 acres

NUMBER OF REGISTERS IN PEAK SEASON 21

INDOOR SALES Approximately 2.3 acres

NUMBER OF REGISTERS YEAR ROUND 9

NUMBER OF PARKING SPACES 285

Monthly Sales Percentages
May 43%

Green Goods
60%

June 19%
Apr 10%
July 8%
Mar 2% Oct 3%
Nov 2%
Aug 5%
Dec 2% Sept 5%
Feb .5%
Jan .5%
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Product Category Breakout

Chemicals
14%
Accessories
5% Fertilizers
Miscellaneous 8%
5%

Tools
2%
Watering
Casual Furniture
Equipment 2%
2%
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Trim-A-Tree
2%

Advertising Expenditures
Newspaper
35%

Other
35%
Website
30%

western’s marvel
service is obvious, simple and time-tested.
“When I was a young man, Sub and Dwight
[Western’s founders] used to say that if I took
care of the details - opening the door on
time, training smiling salespeople and only
buying what we’d buy ourselves - we’d be
successful,” Lon says.
As for the employees, they work at Western
because they enjoy it. “They’re happy, so
they want our customers to be happy. That’s
the best customer service,” says Lon.
He continues, “Regarding staff in general
... the three of us [Lon, Pettit and Michael]
manage the stores ourselves, and we don’t
have time to micromanage. If the person we
hire doesn’t have common sense, we fire
him. We don’t do it often, but we do it.”
At each of the locations, Western employs
consultants who handle gardening conundrums from customers. “People bring in their
plant problems to get answers. We have
a high school teacher who has been here
longer than me. He works full time in the
spring through August,” Michael says, adding
that an ex-Auburn University horticulture

professor worked
with Western in the
past as well.
The garden center
is courageous in
initiating new ways
to draw business
and keep current
customers, but not
every venture has
been successful.
“There was a trend
to have a bistro, and
we gave it a shot
- coffee, espresso,
pastries, small
sandwiches - but
we dissolved it and moved on,” Pettit says.
“We realized just how seasonal we were, and
we didn’t have the traffic flow to support it.
We’re not afraid to admit we’re wrong, then
march on.”
Michael agrees and refers to an attempt
at Christmas business, explaining that the
garden center stocked and promoted all types

of ornaments and other
holiday decor. “It didn’t
work well,” he says, “so
we went back to basics
and stuck with green
goods.”

What Works
“Why do people
choose to garden in
the Salt Lake area?”
Lon asks. He answers
that it’s because each
gardener wants to
create an environment
around her home that
reflects her values.
Western reaches out to her with the message
that it cares about those values.
“We do some TV spots. We do PR,
explaining how gardening improves lives,
how the fresh air and exercise are part of
gardening. It’s not just about planting,” Lon
says, continuing, “And with three stores, the
cost of advertising carries over.”
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The in-store marketing message places
emphasis on conserving water. “We
promote plants that are shade-loving and
water-wise. We go through the plants that
work in the area, then we pair them with
other [shade-loving and water-wise] plants,”
Lon says.
Pettit explains that Western makes it easy
for customers to find these high-quality
plants with signage. “We’ve learned to take
good ideas from other garden centers,” he
says, referring to lessons learned from the
Garden Centers of America’s Garden Center
University, led by veteran industry consultant Ian Baldwin. Pettit and Michael are
both graduates of the three-year program,
which promotes every detail of operating
a successful garden center. “We use Velcro
signs,” Pettit says of one detail taken from
the course. “We have our own tables and
benches out of aluminum, not worn-out
pallets or cinder block.”
Another idea they’ve implemented:
concrete. Dirt and gravel don’t mix with
women’s shoes. In that vein, “We have lots
and lots of concrete,” Pettit says, adding
that he, Michael and Lon are dubbed the
“Concrete Crew.” “[The customer] is doing
the hard part,” Michael says. “They’re
spending the money. So the least we can do
is make it easy for them.”
In terms of merchandising, the three
emphasize the “consistency paired with
creativity” method.
“We have multiple people to create
displays, but we have basic templates,”
Lon says. “There’s not a lot of variation
from store to store. But in our giftware and
houseplant areas, each store has free reign.”
The employees aren’t kept to a blueprint.
In cases where they take the initiative to
imagine, they have the permission and the
encouragement to do it.
Western also private-labels certain
products to promote sales and customer
loyalty. Shoppers often opt for the in-store
brand, based on the assumption that it will
be an effective product that is in line with
the quality of the garden center’s plants and
upper-end decor. Michael says, “We know
that branding doesn’t necessarily create our
image, but we do know that it reinforces it.”
- Marisa Shoemaker

